
Understanding the Need for Strict Gun 
Control Laws  
 

The debate surrounding gun control is one that has been ongoing for 

decades, with passionate arguments being made on both sides of the 

issue. While some argue that gun ownership is a constitutional right 

protected by the Second Amendment, others believe that stricter gun 

control legislation is necessary in order to reduce the number of gun-

related deaths. This essay seeks to explore the need for such laws and 

examines their potential impact on gun violence.  

In the United States, federal gun control legislation dates back to 1934 

when Congress passed the National Firearms Act. This law imposed 

restrictions on automatic weapons and sawed-off shotguns, as well as 

requiring individuals who wished to own such weapons to pay a tax. In 

1968, further restrictions were introduced with the passage of the Gun 

Control Act which prohibited certain categories of people from owning 

firearms and required all individuals who wished to purchase a firearm 

from a federally licensed dealer to pass a background check.  

 

Unfortunately, these laws have not managed to effectively reduce gun 

violence in America; in 2020 alone there were over 19,000 reported 

deaths due to guns nationwide—a number that continues to rise each 

year despite new laws being introduced. This points towards an intrinsic 

problem with existing gun control laws—namely, that they are too lax in 

their enforcement and do not adequately address some of the major 

issues surrounding firearms ownership and usage.  

 

In order for any meaningful change to occur in terms of reducing gun 

violence in America it is essential that stricter legislation be put into 



place regarding firearms ownership—laws which go beyond simple 

background checks or age limitations and instead focus on more 

comprehensive measures such as banning high-capacity magazines or 

implementing mandatory safety classes before purchasing a firearm. 

Such measures would help ensure that only those individuals who are 

qualified and capable of safely handling firearms are allowed access; 

this could potentially save thousands of lives each year by reducing 

accidental shootings or suicides caused by firearms misuse.   

                                  

Additionally, research has shown that states with stricter regulations 

regarding gun ownership tend to have fewer incidents of mass shootings 

compared to states where such regulations are less stringent — further 

reinforcing the need for tighter regulation when it comes to owning and 

using firearms.  

 

It is clear from this examination that current federal laws regulating guns 

are inadequate when it comes to preventing deaths due to gunfire; while 

they may provide some minimal levels of protection they fail at truly 

addressing some of the major issues associated with firearms ownership 

and usage. As such, it is essential that stricter legislation be implemented 

so as to better protect American citizens from firearm-related tragedies 

while still allowing them access their constitutionally guaranteed right 

under the Second Amendment. Doing so will require compromise on 

both sides but if done correctly it could lead towards more effective 

prevention measures which could ultimately save thousands upon 

thousands of lives every year across America.       


